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All Mr. Darwin's subsequent works (says the Times) were developments in different directions 

of the great principles applied in the “Origin of Species.” Between 1844 and 1854 he 

published through the Ray and other societies various monographs, which even his greatest 

admirers admit do not do him the highest credit as a minute anatomist. His next great work, 

published in 1862, was that on the “Fertilization of Orchids;” this, with the work on “Cross 

and Self Fertilization of Plants” (1876), and that on the “Forms of Flowers” (1878), and 

various papers in scientific publications on the agency of insects in fertilisation, opened up a 

new field which in his own hands and the hands of his numerous disciples have led to results 

of the greatest interest and the greatest influence on a knowledge of the ways of plants. 

Other works belonging to this category are those “On the Movements and Habits of Climbing 

Plants,” “Insectivorous Plants,” and “The Movements of Plants” (1881), all of which opened 

up perfectly fresh fields of investigation, and shed light on the most intimate workings of 

nature.  

 

Mr. Darwin's influence in these, as in others of his works, has acted like an inspiration, 

leading men to follow methods and attain results which a quarter of a century ago were 

beyond the scope of the most fantastic dream. But, perhaps, the works with which the name 

of Mr. Darwin is most intimately associated in popular estimation, and indeed the works 

which have had the deepest influence on the tendencies of modern thought and research in 

those departments in which humanity is most deeply interested, are those bearing on the 

natural history of man. Nine years after the publication of the “Origin of Species,” appeared 

(1868), in two volumes, the great collection of Instances and experiments bearing on the 

“Variation of Plants and Animals under Domestication.” We have called this a collection of 

facts, and the same term might be applied, with greater or less exactness, to all the other 

works of Mr. Darwin. This is the characteristic Darwinian method. Years and years are spent 

in the accumulation of facts with open-minded watchfulness as to the tendency of the results. 

The expressed inferences in Mr. Darwin's works are few; he piles instance on instance and 

experiment on experiment, and almost invariably the conclusion to which he comes seems 

but the expression of the careful and unbiassed reader's own thought. Nowhere is this more 

signally evident than in the work on Domesticated Animals and Plants. The results which 

were brought out in those volumes were full of significance, while at the same time they 

afforded abundant occasion for the opponents of Darwinism to scoff and pour harmless 

contempt on the whole line of inquiry ; forgetting or wilfully shutting their eyes to the fact 

that the results which Mr, Darwin showed were possible in petto bore no proportion to the 



gigantic efforts of nature through untold ages. The chapters on Inheritance in this work were 

full of significance, and seemed a natural transition to the work which followed three years 

later (1871)— “The Descent of Man and Selection in relation to Sex.” 

 

Even greater consternation was caused in many circles by the publication of this work than 

by “The Origin of Species.” And the reason of this is obvious. Not only did it seem directly to 

assail the amour propre of humanity, but to imperil some of its most deeply cherished 

beliefs. With wonderful rapidity, however, did men of all shades of belief manage to reconcile 

themselves to the new and disturbing factor introduced into the sphere of scientific and 

philosophical speculation. All sorts of half-way refuges were sought for and found by those 

whose mental comfort was threatened, and, again, as before, there was little difficulty in 

finding a modus vivendi between two sets of doctrines that at first sight seemed totally 

irreconcilable. After all, what bare the highest aspirations of mankind to fear from the 

investigations and speculations of a man who is capable of writing as Mr. Darwin does in the 

concluding pages of his “Descent of Man.”  

 

“Important as the struggle for existence has been, and even still is, yet as far as the highest 

part of man's nature is concerned, there are other agencies more important. For the moral 

qualities are advanced either directly or in directly, much more through the effects of habit, 

the reasoning powers, instruction, religion, &c, than through natural selection; though to 

their latter agency may be safely attributed the social instincts which afforded the basis for 

the development of the moral sense. . . . For my own part I would as soon be descended 

from that heroic little monkey who braved his dreaded enemy to save the life of his keeper, 

or from that old baboon who, descending from the mountains, carried away in triumph his 

young comrade from a crowd of astonished dogs — as from a savage who delights to torture 

his enemies, offers up bloody sacrifices, practices infanticide without remorse, treats his 

wives like slaves, knows no decency, and is haunted by the grossest superstition. Man may 

be excused for feeling some pride at having risen, though not through his own exertions, to 

the very summit of the organic scale; and the fact of his having thus risen instead of having 

been aboriginally placed there may give him hope for a still higher destiny in the distant 

future, But we are not here concerned with hopes of fears only with the truth as far as our 

reason permits us to discern it; and I have given the evidence to the best of my ability. We 

must, however, acknowledge, as it seems to me, that man with all his noble qualities, with 

sympathy which feels for the most debased, with benevolence which extends not only to 

other men, but to the humblest living creature, with his godlike intellect which has 

penetrated into the movements and constitution of the solar system — with all these exalted 

powers, man still bears in his bodily frame the indelible stamp of his low origin.”  

 



Among scientific men themselves, among those who welcomed the Darwinian method and 

the distinctive doctrines of Darwinism, none of the master's works have probably met with 

more criticism than that on the “Descent of Man.”  

Not that the naturalists of the highest standing have any hesitation in accepting the general 

principles illustrated in the “Descent of Man;” the ablest and most candid biologists admit 

that in that direction the truth seems to lie; but that the various stages are so incomplete, 

the record is so imperfect that before stereotyping their beliefs it would be wise to wait for 

more light. The general conclusion is not doubted, but how it has been readied by nature is 

by no means evident. And in this connection we cannot do better than quote the words of 

Professor Huxley in the lecture already alluded to, and which, we are sure, Mr. Darwin 

himself would have endorsed with all his strength. 

 

“History warns us, however, that it is the customary fate of new truths to begin as heresies, 

and to end as superstitions; and, as matters now stand, it is hardly rash to anticipate that in 

another 20 years the new generation, educated under the influences of the present day. will 

be in danger of accepting the main doctrines of the Origin of Species with as little reflection, 

and it may be with as little justification, as so many of our contemporaries 20 years ago, 

rejected them. Against any such a consummation let us all devoutly pray; for the scientific 

spirit is of more value than its products, and irrationally-held truths may be more harmful 

than reasoned errors. Now, the essence of the scientific spirit is criticism. It tells us that to 

whatever doctrine claiming our assent we should reply. Take it if you can compel it. The 

struggle for existence holds as much in the intellectual as in the physical world. A theory, is a 

species of thinking, and us right to exist is co-extensive with its power of resisting extinction 

by its rivals.” 

 

As a sort of side issue of the “Descent of Man,” and as throwing light upon the doctrines 

developed therein, with much more of independent interest and suggestiveness, “The 

Expression of the Emotions in Men and Animals” was published in 1872. This is, perhaps, the 

most amusing of Mr. Darwin's works, while at the same time it is one which evidently 

involved observation and research of the most minute and careful kind. It is one, moreover, 

which shows how continually and instinctively the author was on the watch for instances that 

were likely to have any bearing on the varied lines of his researches. 

 

To attempt to reckon up the influence which Mr. Darwin's multifarious work has had upon 

modern thought and modern life in all its phases seems as difficult a task as it would be to 

count the number and trace the extent of the sound-waves from a park of artillery. The 

impetus he has given to science, not only in his own, but in other departments, can only find 

a parallel in Newton.  

 



Through his influence the whole method of seeking after knowledge has been changed, and 

the increasing rapidity with which the results are everyday developed becomes more and 

more bewildering . To what remote corners in religion, in legislation, in education, in every 

day life, from Imperial assemblies and venerable universities to humble board schools and 

remote Scotch manses, the impetus initiated on board the Beagle and developed at the quiet 

and comfortable home at Beckenham, has reached those who are in the whirl and sweep of it 

we are not in a position to say. Under the immediate influence of the sad loss we can only 

state a few obvious facts and make a few quite as obvious reflections; in time we may be 

able to realise how great a man now belongs to the past. 

That Mr. Darwin's work was not done nor his capacity for work exhausted was well enough 

seen in his recently published work on Worms; and with the help of his able and congenial 

sons, Mr. George and Mr. Francis Darwin, we might have hoped for one or two more of 

the familiar green-covered volumes. 

 

Mr. Darwin's elder brother, the faithful friend of Mrs. Carlyle, died about a year ago, leaving 

his younger brother his principal heir; the latter, however, has all along been in comfortable 

circumstances. It goes without saying that honours and medals were showered upon Mr. 

Darwin by learned societies all the world over: from Germany, where his disciples, led by 

Hackel, have out-Darwined Darwin, he received a Knighthood of the Prussian Order of Merit. 

 


